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 Hadrons are complicated bound systems of quarks and gluons

 They have a spatial size ~ 1 fm. To probe such scales, we need high-
energy particle beams

 Fundamental particles like leptons are preferable, as they do not 
have internal structure

 Deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering

 Events with large momentum transfer

observed

 Bjorken scaling

 Indicating point-like constituents inside

the nucleon 

Introduction

Feynman’s partons



 Hadron is Lorentz contracted along direction of momentum

 Interaction among partons occurs at a much longer time scale 
compared with the interaction of the probing particle with a single 
parton

 Partons are nearly free, non-interacting particles in high energy 
collisions where hadron or probe moves nearly at the speed of light
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Perturbatively calculable, 
asymptotic freedom of QCD

Parton distribution function (PDF), 
non-perturbative, universal
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Introduction

QCD factorization, separation of long- and short-distance physics



 Hadrons are complicated bound systems of quarks and gluons

 They have a spatial size ~ 1 fm. To probe such scales, we need high-
energy particle beams

 Also composite particles like protons are used, as they can be 
accelerated to higher energies more easily

 PP collision (Large Hadron Collider)

 Example: Higgs production

Introduction



 In high-energy collisions, nucleons move nearly at the speed of light, 
or with infinite momentum

 Physics at infinite momentum limit can be formulated in terms of 
light-cone quantization [Dirac]

 Quantization at equal light-cone time 𝜉+ = 0 with light-cone 

coordinates 𝜉± = (𝑡 ± 𝑧)/ 2

 Formal definition of PDFs, e.g. [Collins and Soper, NPB 82’]

 Non-local correlator, gauge invariance ensured by the insertion 
of a gauge link 

 Expectation of quark number operator in light-cone gauge 

𝐴+ = 0

 Invariant under boost in 𝑧 direction

Introduction



 Precise knowledge of the PDFs is required to

 Reduce uncertainties in theory prediction of hadronic X-secs

 Disentangle new physics effects from the standard model

 Imaging of the nucleon

Parton distribution functions



 However, PDFs are non-perturbative quantities defined in terms of 
light-cone correlations, and difficult to compute

 Global analysis (CTEQ, MSTW, NNPDF……)

Parton distribution functions

Dulat et. al., PRD 16’



 However, PDFs are non-perturbative quantities defined in terms of 
light-cone correlations, and difficult to compute

 Lattice QCD [K. Wilson]

 An ideal ab initio theoretical tool to investigate physics in strong-
coupling regime 

 Physical observables are calculated from the path integral

in Euclidean space 

 In analogy with statistical systems

 Can be studied with Monte Carlo methods

Parton distribution functions



 However, PDFs are non-perturbative quantities defined in terms of 
light-cone correlations, and difficult to compute

 Lattice QCD [K. Wilson]

 Cannot be used to study light-cone correlations

 Through operator product expansion the PDFs can be expanded 
into local operator matrix elements, giving their moments

Parton distribution functions

𝑡2 − 𝑥2 = 0 → −𝜏2 − 𝑥2=0



 However, PDFs are non-perturbative quantities defined in terms of 
light-cone correlations, and difficult to compute

 Lattice QCD [K. Wilson]

 Moments calculation beyond the first few is extremely difficult 

 Full PDF can only be recovered if all moments are known

Parton distribution functions

Fig. from H.-W. Lin
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 However, PDFs are non-perturbative quantities defined in terms of 
light-cone correlations, and difficult to compute

 Lattice QCD [K. Wilson]

Parton distribution functions

Detmold et. al. 
Mod.Phys.Lett.A, 03’

Ab initio calculations of 
parton observables such 
as PDFs evading these 

difficulties?

YES!
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Large Momentum Effective Theory



 To study parton physics from lattice QCD, we need to move away 
from the light-cone

 Other proposals:

 Computing correlations at spacelike separations

 Current-current correlation functions
 [Liu and Dong, PRL 94’]

 [Detmold and Lin, PRD 06’]

 [Braun and Müller, EPJC 08’]

 [Davoudi and Savage, PRD 12’]

 [Chambers et al., PRL 17’]

 Lattice cross sections
 [Ma and Qiu, 14’ & PRL 17’]

 Ioffe-time /pseudo-distribution
 [Radyushkin, PRD 17’]

Observations



 An effective theory framework that allows to compute light-cone or 
parton observables from Euclidean quantities [Ji, PRL 13’, Sci. China Phys. 
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parton observables from Euclidean quantities [Ji, PRL 13’, Sci. China Phys. 
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 For a light-cone observable, e.g. the PDF, construct a (frame-
dependent) Euclidean quasi observable

 The choice of  𝑂(𝑃, 𝜇) is not unique

 Instead of computing 𝑂(𝜇) directly, one can compute  𝑂(𝑃, 𝜇) at a 
finite (but large) hadron momentum 𝑃

 The difference between quasi and light-cone observables is in finite 
(but large) or infinite momentum, hence they shall have the same 
IR (non-perturbative) physics
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𝜇 is renormalization scale
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 An effective theory framework that allows to compute light-cone or 
parton observables from Euclidean quantities [Ji, PRL 13’, Sci. China Phys. 

Mech. Astron., 14’]

 For a light-cone observable, e.g. the PDF, construct a (frame-
dependent) Euclidean quasi observable

 The difference is captured by a perturbative matching function 𝑍

 𝑀 is a typical hadronic mass scale, like hadron mass or Λ𝑄𝐶𝐷

 Frame dependence in 𝑍 and  𝑂(𝑃, 𝜇) compensate for each other

 Parton model is an effective theory for the nucleon moving at large 
momentum

Large momentum effective theory



 Light-cone PDF

 The quasi-PDF can be constructed as [Ji, PRL 13’]

 𝑧 is a spatial direction
 It approaches 𝑞(𝑥) in the limit 𝑃𝑧 → ∞
 An alternative choice is to replace 𝛾𝑧 → 𝛾0

 Factorization [Ji, PRL 13’, Xiong, Ji, JHZ and Zhao, PRD 13’]

 Further refined in [Chen, Ji and JHZ, NPB 17’, Stewart and Zhao, 17’, Izubuchi et. 
al., 18’; see also Ma and Qiu, PRL 17’]

An example: unpolarized quark PDF



 The matching factor 𝑍 can be computed order by order in 
perturbation theory

 @1-loop [Xiong, Ji, JHZ and Zhao, PRD 13’, Ji and JHZ, PRD 15’]

 The quasi-PDF does not vanish outside [-1,1]

 Soft div. cancels in themselves, coll. div. identical between quasi-
and light-cone PDF

An example: unpolarized quark PDF



Lin et. al., PRD 14’, 
Chen, JHZ et. al., 
invited Frontier Article 
in NPB, 16’

 Unpolarized quark distribution

 One-loop matching + mass corrections + higher-twist corrections

 Sea flavor asymmetry

First lattice results
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 Helicity and transversity quark distributions

 One-loop matching + mass corrections + higher-twist corrections

 Both STAR and PHENIX at RHIC see

 Future measurements at e.g. EIC

 See also [Alexandrou et al., PRD 15’ &17’, NPB 17’]

First lattice results

Adamczyk et. al., PRL 14’, Adare et. al., PRD 16’
Chen, JHZ et. al., invited 
Frontier Article in NPB, 16’



 Multiplicative renormalizability established to all-orders [Ji, JHZ and 

Zhao, PRL 18’, Ishikawa, Ma, Qiu and Yoshida, PRD 17’, Green, Jansen and Steffens, 
17’]

 In practice, the overall renormalization factor can be determined as a 
whole

 RI/MOM renormalization [Alexandrou et. al., NPB 17’, Stewart and Zhao, 17’]

Renormalization of quasi-PDF



 Exponential increase at large distance

 Non-vanishing mixing with scalar PDF for 𝛾𝑧 [Constantinou and 

Panagopoulos, PRD 17’]

Renormalization factors

Chen, JHZ et. al. 
PRD 18’
𝑚𝜋 = 310 𝑀𝑒𝑉, 𝐿
= 3𝑓𝑚, 𝑎 = 0.12𝑓𝑚



 Unpolarized (with 𝛾𝑡) [Chen, JHZ et. al. 1803.04393] (see also Alexandrou et al. 
18’)

 Mixing with scalar matrix element avoided

 Larger nucleon momentum with momentum smearing technique 
[Bali, Lang, Musch and Schӓfer, PRD 16’]

 Improvement on the truncation behavior in Fourier transform and 
excited state contamination

Updated result on quark PDF

Chen, JHZ et. al. 18’
𝑚𝜋 = 135 𝑀𝑒𝑉, 𝐿
= 5.8 𝑓𝑚, 𝑎 = 0.09𝑓𝑚
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 Unpolarized (with 𝛾𝑡) [Chen, JHZ et. al. 1803.04393] (see also Alexandrou et al. 
18’)

 Accuracy needs to be improved to see sea quark contribution

 Large-x with 10% final error can improve on current global PDF 
[PDF and lattice QCD community white paper: 1711.07916]

 Analysis for polarized PDFs, less demanding to have impact on 
global analysis

Updated result on quark PDF

Chen, JHZ et. al. 18’
𝑚𝜋 = 135 𝑀𝑒𝑉, 𝐿
= 5.8 𝑓𝑚, 𝑎 = 0.09𝑓𝑚



 Large momentum effective theory opens a new door for ab initio 
studies of hadron structure

 It has been applied to computing dynamical properties of hadrons 
like PDFs, DAs, and yields encouraging results

 Much more to explore

 Generalized parton distributions (GPDs)

 Transverse-momentum-dependent parton distributions (TMDs)

 Wigner distributions 

 Spin content of the nucleon

 ……

Summary and outlook
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 The same starting point: quark bilocal operator matrix element at a 
spacelike interval

 For 𝜇 = 0

 Quasi-PDF

 Pseudo-PDF [Radyushkin, PRD 17’]

Ioffe-time distribution/pseudo-PDF

Ioffe-time 
distribution [Braun 

et. al., PRD 95’]



 A factorization similar to quasi-PDF also exists for Ioffe-time 
distribution or pseudo-PDF [Ji, JHZ and Zhao, NPB 17’, JHZ, Chen and 

Monahan, 18’, Izubuchi, Ji, Jin, Stewart and Zhao, 18’]

up to power corrections

 Quasi-PDF

 Smallness of perturbative & higher-twist corrections achieved 
indirectly by taking large momentum

 Integration region shrinks to 𝑧~1/𝑝𝑧

 Ioffe-time distribution/pseudo-PDF

 This is achieved by keeping 𝑧2 small, large 𝑝. 𝑧 is required to probe 
higher moments

 A large hadron momentum is required in both cases

Ioffe-time distribution/pseudo-PDF



 Reduced Ioffe-time distribution [Radyushkin, PRD 17’, Orginos et. al., PRD 

17’]

 Renormalization factors cancel between numerator and 
denominator

 It can also be related to the PDF through a factorization [JHZ, Chen and 

Monahan, 18’, Izubuchi et al., 18’]

 Improvement can be tested in future studies

Reduced Ioffe-time distribution


